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Abstract: Proofs of Retrievability ({\POR}) is a cryptographic method for remotely auditing the integrity of files stored in the 
cloud, without keeping a copy of the original files in local storage. In a {\POR} scheme, a user Alice backups her data file 
together with some authentication data to a potentially dishonest cloud storage server Bob. Later, Alice can periodically and 
remotely verify the integrity of her data stored with Bob using the authentication data, without retrieving back the data file during a 
verification. Besides security, performances in communication, storage overhead and computaton are major considerations. 
Shacham and Waters~\cite{CompactPOR} gave a fast scheme with $\mathcal{O}(s)$ communication bits and a factor of $1/s$ 
file size expansion. Although Ateniese~\emph{et al.}~\cite{PDP} achieves constant communication requirement with the same 
$1/s$ storage overhead, it requires intensive computation in the setup and verification. In this paper, we incorporate a recent 
construction of constant size polynomial commitment scheme into Shacham and Waters~\cite{CompactPOR} scheme. The 
resulting scheme requires constant communication bits (particularly, 720 bits if elliptic curve is used or 3312 bits if a modulo group 
is used) per verification and a factor of $1/s$ file size expansion, and its computation in the setup and verification is significantly 
reduced compared to Ateniese~\emph{et al.}~\cite{PDP}. Essentially, Ateniese~\emph{et al.}~\cite{PDP} requires one group 
multiplication per each bit of the data file in the setup, while the proposed scheme requires one group multiplication per each 
chunk of data bits (160 bits per chunk if elliptic curve is used or 1024 bits per chunk if modulo group is used). The experiment 
results show that our proposed scheme is indeed efficient and practical. Our security proof is based on Strong Diffie-Hellman 
Assumption.  
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Note: An efficient variant version of Ateniese's PDP scheme (CCS '07: Provable data possession at untrusted stores) is in the 
appendix, which requires no exponentiations in setup.  
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